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UNITED STATES GENERALA~~O~~JTING OFFICE 
~A~~~INGT~N, D.C. 2054a 

GENERAL GOVERNM EhlT DlVlSlON 

B-137762 

The Honorable Jerome Kurtz 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
Department of the Treasury i L . 

Dear Mr. Kurtz: 

This report suggests ways to increase the efficiency 
and effectiveness of the Internal Revenue Service's 
automatic data processing operations. Although IRS 
has made significant improvements in the past 
several years, more needs to be done to increase manage- 
ment's involvement in and control over (1) long-range 
ADP planning, [2) the development of data processing 
systems, (3) ADP equipment procurement, and (4) computer 
performance management. 

We are pleased with the willingness of the Service to 
be responsive to our concerns and with the spirit of cooper- 
ation exhibited by Service officials toward our staff. 
We look forward to continually working with the Service 
to further improve its management of ADP resources. 

As you know, Section 236 of the-Legislative Reorgani- 
zation Act of lY70 requires the head of a Federal agency to 
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recommen- 
dations to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and 
the House Committee on Government Operations not later than 
60 days after the date of the report and to the House and 
Senate Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first 
request for appropriations made more than 60 days after the 
date of the report. Accordingly, we are sending copies of 
this report to the Chairmen of the previously mentioned 
Committees. 

Sincerely yours, , 

Allen H. Voss 
Director 





GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
REPORT 'I'0 THE COMMISSIONER 
OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

IRS CAN BETTER PLAN FOR 
AND CONTROL ITS ADP 
RESOURCES 

D I G  E s ,L’ - _. -. ~. _ - 

'The Interna-;. Revenue ServIt*+ (IFS) is one of 
the largest users of comp~.ttlrs in the Federal 
Government. The annual proi:essing of m illions 
of tax returns is highly ideI)endent on automatic 
data processing (AD!?). Almost a quarter of IRS' 
total operating costs are AI)P expenses. A  third 
of its 86,000 employees are assigned to ADP 
operatie,-,s either in a dircf:t capacity or to 
ADP related tasks such as preparing and entering 
data. Proper management of IRS' ADP resources 
is crucial for assuring th;lt the Nation's 
tax laws are administered :i:; the most etficient 
and effective manner., ( : ;E!e Ck !  .  1 l ) 

IRS has recently made siYn3ficant improvements 
in its ADP operations in response to prohlems 
identified in internal studies .ind our 
previous reports. WAS a ?*e~~ul.I, IRS is in a 
much bet.tcr position than it was several 
years ac_:c cc plan, develcjp, and implement 
new ADP systems.! However, management's 
planning and control OVCT‘ the acquisition 
and app!ication of ADP rc‘sources could be 
improved even more. 

LONG-RANGE PLANNING, SYSTE~XS DEVELOPMENT, 
AND PROCUREMENT NEED IMPROVEMENT ..-l-_ll --. .--_l 
,'fRS has shown considerable initiative and 
concern in evaluating its ADP operations and 
moving to take corrective action:HNumerous 
internal studies have identified such prob- 
lems as a lack of particiFatron in the plan- 
ning procfjss by ADP users resulting in a 
rapid qrowth of data proc~?ssi.nq systems 
and equipment. In response to these 
problems, IRS has recently instituted an 
ACP Policy/Resource Board. Membership is 
composed of assistant commissioners who 
represent all IRS functions and are re- 
sponsible for setting priorities for the use 
of ADP resources in IRS. 
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To provide an agencywide perspective to 
the Board's decisions, it is important that 
the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner 
be actively involved and participate with 
the Board in its deliberations. This 
has not always been the c:ase. (See pp. 5 
to 8.) 

,'IRS a&so plans to implement a cost account- 
ing system that will measure how ADP staff 
resources are utilized to develop and imple- 
ment new systems./ The Board will use this 
information as a basis for allocating 
these resources among IRS functions. 

These resources, however, are only a small 
fraction of IRS' ADP costs. In fact, 95 
percent of the Service"s ADP resources, 
those required to operate computerized 
systems after installation, will not 
be accounted for or allocated to ADP users. 
As a result, IRS does not currently have 
a basis for determining the tull cost 
of new systems, the relative worth of 
existing systems, and the total ADP 
cost of IRS programs, a situation not 
unique in the Federal Government. 
Hecently, however, a study group 
was established to develop the overall 
concept and requirements for measuring 
and allocating all of IRS' ADP costs. 
(See pp. 8 to 11.) 

IRS previously experienced considerable 
delays in designing and implementing 
data processing applications. This 
was due partly to inadequate management 
review at major decision points so 
that critical phases in the development 
process were not properly completed 
before the next step was initiated. 

Although they have been used in the past, 
IRS does not have a formal policy re- 
quiring two commonly used methods to provide 
greater management control over installing 
new systems: Standardized and formalized 
system development procedures and project 
managers. Implementin~~ these controls would 
help assure that data :)rocessing applications 
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are developed consistently, key activities 
are performed properly, and management has a 
mechanism for evaluating progress and 
establishing accountability. (See pp. 12 to 
14.) 

45" espite recent improvements, IKS needs to 
make further efforts tc; encourage adequate 
competition when procuriny ADP equipment;/ 
Project managers designated for systems 
in the development phase shcjuld also be 
accountable for assuring that applicable 
government and agency policies are adherred 
to during the subsequent procurement 
phase. ADP equipment that is not the result 
of systems development should also have 
project managers designated to increase 
management control over the procurement 
function. {See pp* 14 an!-f 1 5. ) 

ADP EQUIPMENT CAN BE USED NClRE 
EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY 

IRS has recently taken action to establish 
a centralized computer performance function 
and, as an i.nterim measure, has contracted 
for performance studies oli its major 
computer systems. These ;ictions, if 
properly implemented, should correct past 
problems such as inconsistent and unre- 
liable computer performantye information 
and the lack of a coord~tx~ted and 
systematiis program to impl.ove 'the 
efficiency of IRS computers. As a result 
of these problems, IRS r::oi*ld not be 
certain what its current i.omputer 
capability was, nor assurt, that computer 
products met users' needs. Also as 
a result, some IRS requests for addi- 
tional capacity were not: ddquately 
supported. (See ch. 3.: 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue: 

/ --Develop and implement a cost accounting 
system to measure all of IRS' ADP 
resources by user and specific applica- 
tion. 
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--Formalize standard system development 
procedures for Data Services and user 
organizations to serve as a control 
mechanism/with appropriate information 
provided to management at key decision 
points. 

--Require that project managers be formally 
designated for major systems development 
activities .,and for computer procurements. 
(See p. 16:) 

--Establish a comprehensive ADP perfor- 
mance management program to evaluate and 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness 
of IRS' computer operations. (See p. 26.) 

IRS COMMENTS 

The Commissioner agreed with GAO's recommen- 
dations and stated that he and his deputy 
would be actively involved in formulating 
ADP decisions including the review of Board 
decisions. Although IRS either plans or 
has taken steps to improve the planning and 
control of ADP resources, it needs to 
implement specific actions before GAO can 
fully assess the extent to which its recom- 
mendations are carried out. (See pp. 17 
and 26.) 
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CHAPTER 1 -_ 
INTRODUCTION -.- 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) processed over 136 
million tax returns and collected about $400 billion in 
fiscal year 1978. This huge undertaking would be virtually 
impossible without automatic data processing (ADP). 

The Service's ADP operations have grown COntinUOUSly 
and considerably since the program was begun in the 
early 1960s. As could be expected with any large computer 
operation, IRS experienced problems in developing its 
data processing capability but recently has done well 
in making appropriate improvements. This report discusses 
the problems IRS has experienced with its ADP operations, 
the improvements that have been planned or implemented, 
and our recommendations for further. actions to assure 
greater management control over tht: planning, acquisition, 
and use of ADP resources. 

SIZE AND ORGANIZATION OF ADP OPERATIONS IN IRS .___ -.----- 

IRS is one of the largest ADP users in the Federal 
Government. In fiscal year 1978, the total cost of 
the Service's data processing operations was estimated 
at over $476 million. This accounted for 24 percent of 
IRS' total operating cost of $1.97 billion. IRS has 142 
computer systems in operation across the country# of 
which 56 are owned by the agency and 86 are leased 
from commercial sources. Thirty-three percent of the 
Service's approximately 86,000 employees--almost 28,000 
people-- are assigned to ADP activities. About 3,400 
employees are assigned to such ADP operations as systems 
analysis, design, programming, and operating the computers. 
The remaining staff are assigned to ADP-related tasks 
such as data preparation and entry. 

ADP operations in IRS are organized on both a central- 
ized and decentralized basis. Each year, tax returns 
are delivered to 10 service centers across the country 
and are transcribed onto magnetic tape. These tapes 
are sent to the IRS National Computer Center in Martinsburg, 
West Virginia, where the information is posted to master 
accounts for every taxpayer. Afterwards, selected tax 
information is returned to the serrice centers on magnetic 
tapes and maintained on computers available for immediate 
retrieval or updating through an extensive system of 
terminals. In addition to its tax processing systems, 
IRS operates a Data Center in Detroit, where the payroll 
and many management information reports are produced. 
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Overall responsibility for the Service's data processing 
activities is divided. Service center directors report to 
regional commissioners who, in turn, report directly to the 
Deputy Commissioner and Commissioner. However, the Assistant 
Commissioner for Data Services, with a staff of approximately 
740 at IRS headquarters, is responsi.ble for providing techni- 
cal guidance to the service centers and has line authority 
over the National Computer Center- and the Data Center. 

Managing the Service's ADP program requires constant 
monitoring and evaluation. IRS has done well in this regard. 
Over the yearsl the Service has made a commendable effort 
at reviewing ADP operations, identifying problems, and moving 
to correct them. For example, one 1976 internal review re- 
ported such problems as fragmented and duplicative system 
development efforts and a proliferation of noncompatible 
and even unnecessary computer equipment. The report's 
recommendation that the ADP function be centralized within 
IRS rather than djspersed throughout the agency was implemen- 
ted the following year with thr! creation of the Office 
of Assistant Commissioner for Data Services. 

Similarly, d 1977 internal audit identified problems in 
the procurement of ADP systems and equipment. The auditors' 
recommendations for improved management controls over 
the procurement process were implemented soon afterwards. 
In 1978, a major evaluation of the Service's management 
information systems identi.fied deficiencies in the collec- 
tion, dissemination, and utilization of data needed for 
planning and controlling IRS programs. The report's 
recommendations were accepted and are currently being 
acted on. Despite these and other efforts, however, problems 
still exist in planning and controlling the agency's ADP 
resources. 

The difficulties IRS has experienced are by no means 
unique. Congressional committees have expressed concern 
over the past decade about the failure of Federal 
agencies to adequately plan for and use their computer 
and related resources in what is fast becoming a critical 
resource area of information and data processing. For 
example, the House Committee on Government Operations 
reported in October 1976 that the failure of Federal 
agencies to prepare effective long-range ADP plans was 
a major hindrance to achieving ec:3nomical procurements. 

The importance of departmental planning is emphasized 
in the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-71. This 
circular assigns to the head of each Federal agency the re- 
sponsibility for the effective and efficient management of 
the agency's ADP activities. The circular gives the agency 
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head full authority to determine the agency's requirements 
for ADP resources, subject only to the financial management 
oversight of the Congress and the Office of Management 
and Budget. Along with this authority goes the responsibility 
for planning and controlling agency ADP resources so that 
the greatest cost effectiveness in their procurement 
and use can be obtained. This report notes several areas 
in the Service's ADP operations where this responsibility 
can be better met. 
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CHAPTER 2 

IRS NEEDS TO FURTHER IMPROVE ADP LONG-RANGE 

PLANNING, SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT, AND ADP PROCUREMENT 

In addition to improvements planned or already imple- 
mented, IRS can do more to perfect its overall strategy for 
acquiring and applying data processing resources. The 
Service has shown considerable initiative and concern in 
evaluating its ADP operations bur_ actions taken or planned 
to remedy the problems identified still do not provide for 
sufficient involvement of the Commissioner's Office in formu- 
lating ADP plans. In addition, action is needed to provide 
better accountability and controL over long-range ADP plan- 
ning, systems development activities, and procurement. Over- 
coming these problems will enable IRS to carry out its 
computer operations more effectively. 

IRS NEEDS TO IMPROVE ITS LONG-RANGE 
ADP PLANNING SYSTEM I____ 

Although IRS has rectified many of the problems in ADP 
planning identified by various internal reviews, recommen- 
dations by these and other reviews for more senior management 
involvement and accountability and full cost accounting for 
data processi.ny resources have not been implemented. Both 
are critical elements of an effective long-range ADP planning 
system. 

IRS has devoted considerable resources to evaluating the 
method used to forecast, review, evaluate, and approve the 
agency's ADP requirements. Since 1975, numerous studies and 
proposals have been made under the direction of the Assistant 
Commissioner for Planning and Research, the Assistant Commis- 
sioner for Data Services, and the Internal Audit Division. 
Other studies have been done by special task forces, study 
groups r and consultants. These evaluations consistently 
demonstrated that IRS lacked a formal ADP planning system 
capable of assuring senior management's involvement and par- 
ticipation, allocating ADP resources equitably among using 
organizations, assigning priorities to requests for new ap- 
plications, and fostering cost- consciousness among ADP users. 

Inadequate planning for ADP requirements has resulted in 
the Service proposing new systems and equipment with ques- 
tionable justification. Another result has been the uncoor- 
dinated development of new ADP applications, producing in- 
creased management information systems among IRS organizations 
and unachievable backlogs of new applications. For example, 
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until a recent inventory by a spe~:ial study group, the 
Service could not be certain what systems were in operation 
and what information was being ~:o;lected and produced. 
IRS has recognized these pronlums and has been moving to 
remedy them. :lore, however, need<; to be done to improve 
manaqement's overall control over planninq for ADP resources. 

ADP planning needs more active in.dolvement -__ __- ~. ~~_- _~-_ 
E~XCGZZssioner's Office -_--_---__--- 

At the conclusion of our Lirtltl work, in March 1979, 
IiiS established an ADP Policy/Resource Board. This Board, 
the result of a number of internal studies, replaced a former 
ADP Review Board that had approvr?d prolects on an individual 
kiasis. 'i'he new Board consists ot hLqher level management 
and is responsible for budgetinc.] anti controlling the agency's 
overall computer needs. The nciw Board's procedures also 
increased user participation i3 :i~iri formulation of the 
Service's ADP plans so that meml~~~rs will be .more aware 
of the costs of the data proce:jslnq resources they request. 
de support these efforts. The, will do much to alleviate 
Inany of the problems IRS has expr:rienccd in the past. 
ilore could ue done, however, t3 iissure top management' s 
participation in the planning ;.)rocess. 

The ADP Policy/Resource Baarci consists of the Service's 
assistant commissioners and servt?s as the agency's focal 
point for making policy decisi;>r;; on all ADP matters. 
'i'he Board is also responsiole f~>r setting priorities 
for tile use of ADP resources cy iorLnulating a coordinated 
Servicewlde long-range plan Dase:i on requests submitted 
by Board members. 'The Board is chaired by the Assistant 
Commissioner for Data Services. 

In our opinion, desiqnatincj tile Assistant Commissioner 
for Data Services as chairman ot the ADP Policy/Resource 
Board could limit the partici;)ation and involvement of top 
management in ADP planninq anil tnereby curtail the Board's 
ability to make aqencywide det:i-ions that consider the 
overall needs of IN. 

As the agency's chief operating ofplcer, the Deputy 
Commissioner is responsibie Iror assisting and acting for the 
Commissioner to accolnplish the overall planninq, direction, 
control, and coordination of 1~5 policies and programs. This 
responsinility makes it imperative that management at this 
level oe actively involved aml ilarticipate in formulating 
the agency's long-range plans, c?speciaIiy AD2 plans, since 
IIG AI)P operations account tdr alfnost a quarter of IRS’ 
rtital opratinq costs and a tnirti oi its total personnel. 
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.xne recently enactea procedures, While requlrlng the 
Commissioner and Deputy Commlssloner to be brleted on Board 
decisions, does not provide for their active participation 
in the decisionmaking process. In some instances, such in- 
volvement is necessary to facilitate the Board's delibera- 
tions and provide an agencywide perspective to the declsion- 
making process. 

Although the Board's chairman has been formally delegated 
the authority to officiate over proceedings sub-ject to the 
review of the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner, the Assis- 
tant Commissioner for Data Services functions at the same 
management level as other Board members with responsibility 
limlted to data processing matters. Because Board actions 
have a far-reaching effect on all IRS activities, his author- 
ity for making Servlcewide decisions is less likely to be 
commonly recognized and accepted than that of an official 
with higher authority and responsibility for ali of the Ser- 
vice's programs. For example, in discussing the proposed 
Board leadership with some of the other asslstant commls- 
sioners, we were told that they would not accept uniavorable 
Board decisions, but would take tbelr cases to the Deputy 
Commissioner for resolution. 

The primary function of the Board is to provide policy 
guidance and set priorities for the use of the ADP resources 
by IRS. The active leadership of top management is necessary 
to ob]ectively evaluate ADP proposals of the various IRS 
functions on a Servicewlde basis. The Board, more specili- 
tally the Board's chairman, must select the optimal policy 
on an overall basis alter objectively considering the posi- 
tions of the members. The Office 01 the Assistant Commls- 
sioner ror Data Services, although having the ADP expertise 
to evaluate the impact of user proposals on IRS' data pro- 
cessing operations, does not have the organizational perspec- 
tive to evaluate proposals on a Servicewlde basis. Proposals 
to use ADP resources must be ranked In order of priority, 
and the total amount of ADP resources to be committed must 
be weighed against other Service requirements. A foremost 
consideration in these declslons IS that computer resources 
are limited. The chalrman must therelore have cross- 
tunctlonal authority with a thorough understanding of 
IRS' overall needs and obJectives to make these decisions. 

Our reservations about the ablllty of: the Board to 
function erfectively with an assistant commissioner as chair- 
man can be illustrated by the way past and current ADY 
problems have had to be solved. For the past several years, 
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the Service has fdced a backloy of proposed computer appli- 
cations awaiting action. For example, at the beginning of 
the fiscal year, Data Services had received almost 600 sepa- 
rate requests for ADP developmental work to be done in fiscal 
year 1979. These ranged from re1at.i vely minor modifications 
to existing applications to proposals for large and complex 
new systems and additional equipment to process them. Data 
Services lacked the staff resources to begin work on about 
half of these requests. Additi onally, the Detroit Data 
Center faced a shortage in meetIn<] the existing workload 
of 201 staff years, almost a 20--percent deficit. In 
addition to t.hese backlogs, one of the Service's major 
computer systems, the Integratecj bata Retrieval System, 
is, accordjng to Data Services, approaching maximum 
capacity. 

In response to these problems, the Assistant Commis- 
sioner for Data Servi.ces and the other assistant commis- 
sioners moved to reduce the workload in much the same way 
as the ADP Policy/Resource Board will function. The Assist- 
ant Commissioner for Data Services requested the other assist- 
ant commissioners to reassess the necessity for their current 
applications at the Data Center and on the Integrated Data 
Retrieval System and limit requestzs for new services to proj- 
ects specifically requested by the Commissioner, the Congress, 
or other agencies and maintenance of existing programs. 
Through numerous and frequent meetings and discussions 
over a 3-month period, the Data Center's workload and 
Integrated Data Retrieval System 'applications were 
reduced to a point where they could be met within budgetary 
and machine constraints, and new requests were reduced. 
We were told that the process was a long and tedious 
one due to the natural reluctance of ADP users to relinquish 
services they were receiving. Although the assistant 
commissioners were able to reduce the workload without 
the direction and participation of top management, in 
our opinion, the process would have been facilitated 
had the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner been more 
actively involved. 

As another example, IRS had been attempting to determine 
the role and composition of the ADP Policy/Resource Board 
since the need for such a Board was identified in a May 1976 
internal study. Two additional J.nternal studies issued in 
May 1978 advanced conflicting proposals on how the Board 
would allocate ADP resources t(> users and approve ADP pro- 
jects. These documents engendered much discussion among 
the assistant commissioners. However, not until the Deputy 
Commissioner directed resolution of the issues in November 
1978 was action taken to do SC. 
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As discussed above, the fact that Data Services had 
faced an unachievable and unrealistic workload is strony 
evidence that IRS needs to: (1) rank projects in the order 
that best meets the overall needs of the Service and (2) 
plan and control ADP projects according to the availability 
of resources needed to implement them. The ADP Policy/ 
Resource Board will meet some of these needs by involving 
users in the budgeting of ADP resources. However, for maximum 
effectiveness, the Board requires leadership of recognized 
and accepted authority to set ADP policy and objectively 
consider requests for ADP support based on the overall needs 
of IRS. 

A previous internal review had recommended that the 
Board be chaired by the IRS Deputy Commissioner because of 
the multifunctional and financial impact of the matters the 
Board would be called upon to decide. This proposal, however, 
was not implemented at the direction of the Deputy Commis- 
sioner. The Deputy Commissioner told us he rejected the 
recommendation that he chair the Board because he had 
neither the time nor ADP technical expertise and because 
significant Board decisions would require his or the Commis- 
sionerts final approval anyway. He also doubted whether 
his office could objectively evaluate any proposal which 
he had helped formulate. Finally, it was his opinion 
that the Board should be allowed to operate on a trial 
basis before deciding on the need for his participation 
and involvement. 

We continue to believe that designating the Deputy 
Commissioner as chairman of the Board would help assure that 
agencywide priorities are properly balanced and that the 
Board functions expeditiously. At a minimum, the decisions 
of the Board as currently constituted should be considered 
tentative subject to final approval by the Deputy 
Commissioner-- even during the test period desired by him. 

IRS needs to measure total ADP costs --__ 

Under the recently approved procedures for the ADP 
Policy/Resource Board, the Board is also responsible for allo- 
cating developmental ADP resources to IRS functions. Develop- 
mental resources are the staff necessary for the design, 
maintenance, analysis, and modification of computer programs. 
In fiscal year 1978, we estimate that IRS' total ADP costs 
were about $476 million of which $24 million, or 5 percent, 
were developmental costs. The remainder was for operational 
resources, the equipment and operators required to process 
ADP applications after they are developed, and for ADP 
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related casts such as document processing and handling. The 
basis for allocating developmental costs will be a cost ac- 
counting system which will measure developmental resource 
expenditures for individual applications, determine 
resource availability, and produce various management 
decision data. The system will a.iso provide early warning 
notification of potential problems such as cost overruns. 
The estimated annual cost of the system is $125,000. 

IRS' plans to allocate and !lieasure developmental ADP 
costs are a step in the right direction. More, however, is 
needed to provide for full management control over the plan- 
ning for and operation of its computer resources. In 1978, 
GAO published '"Guidelines For Acca32r, ting For Automatic 
Data Processing CostsI" the faurtil jn a series of Federal 
Government accounting pamphlets, These guidelines offer 
advice on how to implement an accounting system that accumu- 
lates total ADP costs, by user ant3 by specific application. 
Such a system is necessary to 

--assess the full cost of retluests for computer 
services including the te'esources required to process 
applicatj.ons as well as Jesign them; 

--evaluate the relative worth of current and proposed 
applications on the basj, of their total cost and their 
benefit to the organization's mission and programs; 

--make informed investment decisions as to whether 
systems should be desiqric?cri and operated in-house 
or by outside sources; 

--measure the effectivenes:3, and also the efficiency, 
of Data Services in meetinc] data processing re- 
quirements; 

--determi.ne the allocation of support needed to 
meet new and existing program needs; and 

--foster cost consciousness (irnong ADP users. 

One practi.cai effect of the lack of an ADP cost account- 
ing system is that ADP resources dre treated by users as a 
IIfree assetW thus opening the door for questionable applica- 
tions which lead to questionab.le ADP procurements. For 
example, one internal IRS study found numerous computer- 
produced management information reports of questionable 
value because c>f duplication, lack of timeliness or limited 
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utilization. Also, in a March 1, 1978, report to the 
Congress, 1/ we pointed out that many of the stated require- 
ments justzfying the proposed Tax Administration System were 
of questionable or marginal value in helping IRS to accomp- 
lish its missions. The current backlog of requests awaiting 
action by Data Services is further evidence that computer 
resources are treated as a free asset. Also, as discussed 
in chapter 3, there are numerous opportunities for IRS to 
make more efficient use of its computers. Allocating and 
measuring total ADP costs, as IRS internal reviews have 
already reccgnized, will foster a greater cost consciousness 
among ADP users and, thereby, should assure more efficient use 
of current resources as well as limit requests for additional 
services. 

IRS has already recognized the need for a full ADP 
cost accounting system. For example, in dommenting in 
September 1977 on our recommendation in a Government-wide 
report 2/ that total ADP costs be accumulated and charged 
to userx, IRS agreed that cost accounting is an effective 
process for making users aware of data processing costs 
for their various programs. IRS cited the then ongoing 
review efforts of an interfunctional task group as evidence 
that the Service was taking steps towards meeting the 
recommendations set out in our report. The task group's 
report, issued in May 1978, fully agreed with our report 
and recommended, among other things, that IRS implement a 
full cost accounting system for measuring and allocating 
ADP resources. 

Despite IRS' agreement in September 1977 that a full 
ADP cost accounting system is needed, and the task group's 
recommendation in May 1978 that the Service should implement 
such a system, IRS' immediate plans are limited to a system 
that will measure only developmental resources. IRS offi- 
cials told us that the Service had not completely rejected 
the need for full cost accounting for ADP resources, but 
immediate plans were for implementing a cost accounting 
system for developmental resources only. However, at the 
conclusion of our audit in March 1979, IRS established 
a study group to, among other things, develop require- 
ments for a cost accounting system for all of IRS' ADP 
costs. We believe this is evidence of IRS' commitment to 
eventually establish full cost accounting for all of the 

L/"An Analysis Of IRS' Proposed Tax Administration System: 
Lessons For The Future" (GGD-78-43, Mar. 1, 1978). 

Z/"Accounting For Automatic Data Processing Costs Needs 
Improvement" (FGMSD-78-14, Feb. 7, 1978). 
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agency's computer resources. We support this commitment 
provided that the group's efforts result in a cost 
accounting system capabl e of provbding cost information 
specific enough to effectively assist management in 
decisionmaki.nq. 

The extent to which ADP users in IRS can measure the 
costs of servi.ces they request, evaluate the effectiveness and 
efficiency of these services, and make informed judgments as 
to how they can make the best use of resources allocated 
them, is directly related to the degree of specificity 
and completeness of the accounting system implemented. IRS 
needs to provide as full an accounting system as possible. 
At a minimum, such a system should capture and accumulate 
the agency's total data processing costs by user and by 
specific application. The reasons advanced by IRS for 
allocating and measuring ADP developmental costs are 
also valid for the remaining ADP costs, only more so. 
The relative size of operational and ADP-related costs, 
compared to developmental costs, makes it that much 
more critical that these resources be placed under 
manaqement's control. 

We recognize that the development and installation of 
an ADP cost accounting system is a large, complex, and ex- 
pensive undertaking. However, our studies in this area 
have clearly shown that good cost. data is rarely available 
for the costly decisions that must frequently be made 
on data processing activities. F'urther, incorrect decisions 
may be made by ADP users simply because they do not know 
the cost of the services they receive either. Accordingly, 
we believe thi.s type of cost accounting is needed for 
all computer operations and have urged all agency heads 
to see that it is established. 

IRS NEEDS TO FURTHER IMPROVE MANAGEMENT 
CONTROL AND ACCOUNTABILITY OVER SYSTEM 1_--- ----___ 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

Once an effective long-range ADP planning system has 
been instituted, management must assure that plans are 
properly carri.ed out. Individual projects approved by the 
Service's planning mechanism need management's control 
during the desiqn and development stage to ensure that systems 
are implemented in a timely manner, at a minimum cost, and 
are responsive to users' needs. IRS has recently evaluated 
its management information systems and identified such prob- 
lems as duplicative data collection and systems that are no 
lonqer needed or fail to meet users" expectations. This 
shows that the Service is moving t.o i.mprove the situation. 
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However, IRS has not adopted policies formally requiring 
twu commonly accepted methods of assuring successful sys- 
tem design efforts: standardized system development pro- 
cedures and formal designation of project managers to assure 
that proper procedures are carried out in a timely manner. 

System development procedures should 
be standardized and formalized 

IRS needs to standardize and formalize system development 
procedures for assurance that major data processing systems 
are developed consistently, that key activities are done 
properly, and that management is provided a mechanism for 
evaluating progress. We identified several instances 
where IRS experienced considerable delays and, in some 
cases, was completely unsuccessful in implementing new 
systems or obtaining additional equipment because of in- 
adequate management review at major decision points. 
Standardized and formalized system development procedures, 
detailing the results to be achieved at each step in the 
process, would provide management with a means of reviewing 
and approving proposed applications at each stage of the 
development cycle. 

The development of an ADP system encompasses numerous 
tasks and multiple phases which are characterized by the 
type of work performed and the end products produced. A 
widely used and proven approach in system development is to 
divide the overall work into a logjcal and systematic 
sequence of manageable phases, such as problem definition, 
evaluation, design, programming, testing, and maintenance. 
A standard product-oriented approach, with well-defined 
phases, provides management with an effective mechanism 
for controlling projects. It includes appropriate review 
points enabling management to continuously monitor and 
assess the project's progress and performance and, where 
necessary, reevaluate, reschedule, or even terminate develop- 
ment work. It assures mutual understanding and agreement 
between users and developers regarding the scope and defini- 
tion of the system, what has to be done, and what is to be 
achieved before proceeding to the more technical steps of 
actually implementing the system. Each phase should be suc- 
cessfully and fully completed, reviewed, and approved by 
appropriate managers before the next; phase is begun. 

In the past, IRS has failed to obtain new computer 
equipment and data processing systems because key development 
activities were not properly accomplished or controlled by 
management. For example, in our previously mentioned 
March 1, 1978, report to the Congress on the Tax Administra- 
tion System, we pointed out that the cost/benefit study 
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supporting the proposed $1.8 billion system was deficient 
because about 50 percent of the anticipated benefits were 
unsupportable, unrealistic, or otherwise questionable. 
Similarly, IRS had to drastically revise the scope of 
a proposed Collection Management Information System 
because, upon implementation, it was found that IRS 
lacked the computer capacity to handle the system. More 
recently, the Service dropped plans to acquire additional 
computer capacity at its servi.ce centers after the workload 
projections to support them were questioned by a congressional 
committee and IRS' Internal Audit Division. 

In our opinion, these problems might have been avoided 
if management, both in Data Services and in the customer 
organizations, had a review process available to assure that 
the required developmental steps had been performed fully and 
effectively. For example, had the Tax Administration System 
cost/benefit analysis been subjected to a critical management 
review before requesting funds for the System, IRS would 
not have been placed in the position of supporting the 
System with a questionable justification. Similarly, manage- 
ment should have determined that. IRS' computers were capable 
of handling the proposed Collection Management Information 
System before attempting to implement it. Standardized 
and formalized system development procedures provide a 
mechanism to assure management review and approval of the 
separate phases of the system development process. 

As discussed previously, IRS has recently approved 
plans for a management information system that will capture 
and track resources expended on ADP projects in the develop- 
mental stage. In our opinion, the Service could derive 
greater benefits from the proposed system by stipulating that 
it be structured along a logical sequence of key activities, 
with regular reports for both Data Services and customers 
produced at the completion of appropriate phases. These 
decision points would correspond with those in a formalized 
document specifying what action is to be accomplished by 
Data Services and requesters in what sequence and what the 
product of the phase should consist. of. 

Project managers could be desiy_nated .- 
for new ADP app lications 

Another method commonly used to exercise control over 
major systems during their design and implementation is to 
formally designate a project manager responsible and 
accountable for assuring that proper procedures are carried 
out in a timely manner. While this concept is often utilized 
in practice, the Service does not have procedures 
specifically requiring it and several major systems have 
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been implemented without a project manager having been 
designated. Although there were no indications that 
these systems had experienced any specific problems due to 
the lack of a project manager, the concept is a sound 
management practice that would improve control and account- 
ability during the system development process. 

Each major data processing system should have a full-time 
project manager assigned as a central point of authority to 
provide day-to-day direction, coordination, and control for 
the development effort. The project manager should be given 
full authority to make decisions on allocating personnel 
resources; establishing plans" schedules, and budgets; and 
conducting most technical activities. He should be respon- 
sible for coordinating the various interrelated functions 
involved in system development and providing direction and 
leadership for the project team. He is the key person in 
negotiating tradeoffs during the course of a project and 
arranging meetings with the ADP Policy/Resource Board to keep 
them informed of project status, obtain required approvals, 
and refer problems outside his authority. Such matters 
usually relate to conflicting priorities, resource require- 
ments not being met" schedule slippages, or events requiring 
a major change in project direction. 

The project manager should be responsible for insuring 
that applicable Government and agency regulations are 
followed, pertinent Federal standards are applied, and 
that total system requirements are met. Generally, the 
project manager should be a user representative with a 
solid background in ADP and have a formal charter of 
authority defining his specific duties and responsibilities. 

FURTHER EFFORTS NEEDED TO INCREASE 
COMPETITION IN ADP PROCUREMENT - -___I 

IRS has recently instituted several corrective actions 
to improve management controls over the procurement of ADP 
equipment. Despite these efforts, securing adequate com- 
petition sti-13 appears to be a problem. 

In November 1977, IRS' internal auditors reported 
several deficiencies in the Service's procedures for the 
procurement of ADP equipment. Among other things, the 
auditors found that there was a need for more competition 
in 8 of the 12 ADP procurements reviewed. In six of the 
eight procurements, there was no evidence that competition 
was sought-- the contract specialists had accepted the 
contentions of the requestors that only one vendor could 
meet the needs. In the remaining two cases, negotiations 
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were conducted in such a manner that competition was 
limited to one vendor. Corrective action was promised 
in March 1978 to establish procedures increasing 
controls over procurements so that applicable policies, 
practices, and regulations would be followed. 

Nevertheless, in May 1978, a computer equipment 
manufacturer protested the proposed awarding of a sole-source 
contract to another supplier on the grounds that IRS 
had not made sufficient efforts to encourage competition. 
GAO, in a decision dated October 27, 1978 (B-191949), 
sustained the protest agreeing that IRS had restricted 
competition. 

Policies and procedures for Government agencies in 
acquiring major systems, including computer equipment, are 
set forth in Office of Management and Budget Circular A-109, 
dated April 5, 1976. Among other requirements, the circular 
provides for establishing clear lines of authority, responsi- 
bility, and accountabilty for the management of major acqui- 
sitions by formally designating a project manager to 
integrate and unify the management processes involved in 
the procurement process and to monitor implementation of 
the policies and practices set- torth in the circular. 
Despite this requirement, IRS does not have procedures 
calling for project managers for major ADP procurements. 
However, while not formally required, the concept is used 
to some extent. For example, a project manager has been 
designated for the Service's program to enhance and update 
the major computers at the Servjce Centers. 

By failing to comply with the circular and formally 
require project managers to supervise agency procurement 
actions, including securing adequate competition, IRS 
has not assured management's control and accountability 
over all major procurements. 

IRS should require the designation of a project manager 
for each major procurement. The appointment of one indi- 
vidual to coordinate the various functions necessary to award 
contracts would better assure that the procurement meets 
all necessary requirements and would clearly establish 
accountabilty for actions taken. In those instances where 
equipment must be procured for a new system, the same 
individual designated project manager for developing the 
system could also serve as project manager duri.ng the 
procurement process. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

IRS has sfi~~~;i ~:o~s~Ierzbl::- L.: i*:idtive and concern in 
evaluating Its cixn~:~~ler <2f>ctT'a !I LCII' i . l;n the past several 
years, studxes htiv~ !:eer: r:c~r-~l:.!.c:t~- 1 .x;l.ernal.Ly and by outside 
consultants i;h;it :~i\: ..I 191.‘~i+ L i : eJ cti'J:bL~?m~ with how the 
Service plans fc:- , 4i7':xu~ T~S, an; id t- ilizes its API- resources. 
In the past, these C‘lefl~:~c,l~:l?s 1 C-1':~? resulted in proposed 
acquisitions that we'!fi-r i;c>t. j;'jrr:pt:r ! i? ~ustxtied, a proliter- 
ation of data ~roc~~.rs~n~~ systems tl!,3t were sometimes 
duplicative or fa~lerj ttJ meet-. usi-'1.c 1 requirements, and 
an unreallstlc workLoad tar LAta St ~‘vices that did not 
recognize the .L1 'il.13 -;! n,-at~~k-:) q : t ,',, !:F r-vice's ADP resources. 
While IRS has rl!i,.~‘ , !!I;- ! 1 i:-i!:~ i!' .: ,r:~: >:s towards improving 
~~sd~,",'a,~r:~~:~~~'-i:; i..;.x~ 4 t. 1::n.i; 1.1) t f'(2-f *I _I, areas, more can 

' s ' :iC:C~.!i?nt~ciC>I 1 II j; bntl control in the 
areas of ADP pl;inninq, syt:t.~'m dealt: I :)pment, and procurement. 
Specitlcally, IFiS TlC.r-;:-f:+ to r7z'Qv li't: Ior- more active in- 
volvement by tki"ltr C::::l'fl I!;>..i(:Ii*'t“., -at i 1 !.:i .Ln the decisionmaking 
actlvltles oi t:r.k ,ii>i~ r'Cji i <my/ Htis:.. CT~ Board, measure all of 
1ts ADP costs, t-xt' ‘il‘i:;e c~r~'"dt<<l. :;i: ,~:qkfment contrcl over 
the developmctnt. CJ:. (iii !:* p‘~'r.jcess~ '1.:~ :-:~:sit.ms , and make 
further eftor-t;s t-i. G~-PUIC~ c:~~r!l:l.?et r :~'ri 1(1 Its ADP procure- 
ments. 

RECOMMENDATIONS --. -"~._-_ 



IRS COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

By letter dated May 29, 1979, the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue agreed with our recommendations regarding 
the planning, development, and procurement of ADP resources. 
(See app. I.) However, in commenting on our report, he was 
unclear as to the nature and extent of the actions IRS will 
take to implement the recommendations. 

The Commissioner stated that he and the Deputy Commis- 
sioner would be actively involved in the formulation of 
policies and decisions relating to ADP, including the review 
of all major issues that have been considered by the ADP 
Policy/Resource Board. He disagreed, however, that the 
Deputy Commissioner should serve as the Board's chairman 
or participate with the Board In all of its deliberations. 
On the basis of the Commissioner's assurance that he and 
the Deputy will be actively involved in the key dec.isions 
ot the Board, we are changing our position and have 
eliminated our earlier recommendation that the Deputy 
Commissioner serve as the Board's chairman. 

IRS agreed with our recommendations that the Service 
measure ADP costs by user and specific application, es- 
tablish formalized and standardized system development pro- 
cedures, and require the formal designation of project 
managers for the development and procurement ot major 
systems. As we have noted, the tact that IRS has already 
taken steps to implement these recommendations is commend- 
able. However, care must be taken to Insure that the 
recommendations are implemented properly and the additional 
measures discussed in this chapter are taken into account. 
IRS' comments were unclear as to what specific actions 
would be taken to implement recommendations. 

In any event, IRS is moving Ln the right direction. 
How far it goes in this direction, however, remains to 
be seen, and can be better determined after the agency 
has had additional time to fully implement our recommenda- 
tions. 
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IRS NELDS A COMPREHENSIVI; ADP PEKE'OKMANCE _--__ 

IRS needs d comprehensive ADF [erformance management 
program, centra1.v :Iirected and cc-)nl.rolled, to measure and 
evalute the effl<:iency and effectivtaness of its ADP 
operations, provide a basis for justifying future requests 
for ADP equipment, and assure gre:itcar control over the 
use of ADP resoul-ces. IRS has reixxjnized this need and has 
recently established a centralized c!omputer performance 
management progr3m. E'or the prograilt to operate effectively, 
IRS needs to address several proble~~s. Computer performance 
data is often unreliable, inconsist-.cant, and dispersed 
throughout the organization witho,lr coordination of its 
collection and u:;e. Moreover, crit:cal elements 
necessary for a L:omprehensive performance management 
system are lackirlq. As a result, some computers operate 
inefficiently anil requests for adcli Yional computer capacity 
have not been adequately supportc:,i. 

IRS. NEEDS TO IMPROVE COMPUTER PEKI+'Oi#lANCE 
MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 

~-~~ -_-- 
-__ -.-- 

IRS needs to establish a coordinated and systematic 
approach towards ADP performance management. While some 
computer programs (software) have been refined to improve 
efficiency and thus reduce the processing time required 
by the computer, these actions are not taken on a routine 
or systematic basis. Consequently, we found instances 
where IKS' computer software is inefficient and requires 
more computer capacity than is necessary. In addition, 
reports on equipment utilization produce unreliable and 
noncomparable data so that requests for new equipment 
cannot be properly supported. While IRS has made some 
improvements in measuring ADP performance, further efforts 
are needed to provide more coordinated, systematic, and 
effective evaluations of the Service's computer operations. 

Computer performance management efforts need 
to be centrally controlled and' cboxnated ~--- 

IRS' efforts to improve the eff.iciency and effective- 
ness of its ADP operations were not systematic or coordinated 
and did not provide a comprehensive evaluation of the Ser- 
vice's data processing activities. Centralizing the ADP 
performance management function at the headquarters level 
would facilitate the development l-t- a system of Servicewide 



ADP evaluations and significantly improve IRS' current 
performance management activities. 

No one organization is responsible for computer 
performance management for all of IRS. Instead, each ADP fa- 
cility is responsible for assuring its operations are conduc- 
ted in the most efficient and effective manner. As discussed 
in chapter 1, IRS' 10 service centers are decentralized oper- 
ations. While the Assistant Commissioner for Data Services 
and his staff at the national office are responsible for pro- 
viding technical guidance and expertise to ADP activities in 
the field, direct authority over service center operations 
rests with the regional commissioners. To improve the coordi- 
nation between Data Services and the reyions, in September 
1977, IRS established ADP program managers in each region 
responsible for, among other things, ensuring that computer 
operations and support activities in the region are effi- 
ciently managed. The effectiveness of the program managers 
in improving the Service's ADP operations is limited, 
however, because their specific: functions and responsibil- 
ities concerning ADP performance management have not been 
clearly defined nor are their efforts in this regard 
centrally directed and controlle4. 

The Assistant Commissioner for Data Services agreed 
that performance management is ah integral part of ADP 
operations and needs to be better implemented in IRS. 
Data Services submitted a proposal to the IRS Deputy 
Commissioner in January 1979 to establish a central ADP 
performance management group. The proposed group would 
evaluate performance from the viewpoint of hardware, 
software, systems design, and operational effectiveness 
and would make recommendations where warranted. As an 
interim measure, IRS would cont.r;lct with the Federal Computer 
Performance Evaluation And Simu.l;~tion Center to study 
its major computer systems. Thus proposal was approved 
at the conclusion of our audit iI1 Narch 1979. We support 
IRS' efforts in this regard, huwc!ver, we could not evaluate 
the potential effectiveness of tile newly established unit 
since the specific functions ancj role of the unit have not 
yet been defined. 

In defi.ning the role of the newly created computer 
performance unit, IRS needs to g ~.ve it responsibili.ty 
for the design and implementat1.on of a continuing 
program of coordinated and systematic evaluations of the 
efficiency and effectiveness of t.he Service's data processing 
operations. This program shoulcl be designed so as to make 
maximum use olr the regional AUP IGrogram managers and specify 
their duties and responsibilities and their role in the per- 
f ormdnce mana(jernent groyram. 
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As di.scussed below, although elements of computer perfor- 
mance evaluation already exist in IRS, computer software is 
not regularly assessed for efficjency, equipment uti.lization 
data is inaccurate and inconsistent, and some critical ele- 
ments are missing. A well-defined, comprehensive ADI? per- 
formance management program as well as a clear role for d 
centralized group in administ.ering the program on a Service- 
wide basis would, in our opinion, provide an overall- 
assessment of the efficiency of all of IRS' computer oper- 
atj.ons. 

Computer software should be regularly 
assessed for improved efficiency ___I 

Data Services needs to utilize its newly established 
computer performance management yroup to evaluate 
new computer software for maximum efficiency before 
implementation. Existi~ng software should be assessed 
on a routine basis, especially III cases where proyram 
have been repeatedly modified or were originally desiyned 
for older equipment. Currently, l)atd Services does 
not regularly evaluate software t.0 ident.ify sj.tuat.ions 
where efficiency can be improved. We were informed that. 
resources are limited and prj.0rit.y must. be given to 
developing new proyrarns and modjfyiny exi.stiny software 
to meet users' requirements. While systematic and reyular 
software efficiency assessments may requi.re additional 
resources, we believe that the result.iny increase in 
the Service's comput.er capacity wi 11 justify the expense. 

We learned of several instances where the efficiency 
of IRS software could be improveJ, thus increasing the 
Service's computer capacity. Whi le we did not attempt 
to measure the extent to which the efficiency of all 
of IRS' software could be improved or the increase 
in computer capacity that would result, Data Services 
officials generally acknowledged i-hat significant 
opportunities did exist for IRS to maximize software 
efficiency. 

For example, IRS ADP managers told us that one major 
IRS computer application needing at-.tention is the 
Information Returns Program, which compares information 
from businesses and organizations required to report 
wages, interest, dividends, and other payments to the 
recipient's tax master file at the iJationa1 Computer Center. 
The purpose of the Program is to verify that all income has 
been reported. Currently, almost 270 million items are 
processed on the computer annually. However, when the 
Program was initiated in the 196Os, only a few million 
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items were to be processed annually. We were informed 
that the original computer software was used as a training 
vehicle for new programmers and, consequently, software 
efficiency was minimized. Alth:)ugh the Program has since 
grown tremendously in size an1-i use, the software has 
not been refined to the extent ilecessary to optimize 
efficiency. The effects of t.nc inefficient original software 
have been multiplied many I:i.mes wjth the increased number 
of items processed. 

In another inStance, from 1965 to 1969, IRS re- 
placed the computers used for master file processing 
at the National Computer Center with newer ones. In- 
stead of rewriting the software t.<j take advantage of 
the new computers‘ technologii,,>L jmprovements which would 
reduce processing time, IRS con?inued to use software 
designed for older computers ,')II tt.e new computers. As 
a result, the capability of tt-~e newer computers to improve 
processing ei?ficiency is not iJeincI! achieved. 

In addition, we were told software for the Direct 
Data Entry System, used at t.t,e service centers to 
convert tax ret.urns to magnet-i<: tape, could be refined 
to improve efficj.ency. The System was originally designed 
to input data in the same ma:- rlc:r &s computer punchcards 
which limits the amount of d;>t;3 t!lat the computer 
can read at one kime. Enter:riri 2;it.a jn this manner 
is ineff ici.ent because it: re>.Llits jn unnecessarily 
large files whjch require more time for the computer 
to read and write them. Sin<-e thf: system is technically 
capable of handling data at c~ mucl\ faster rate, the 
software could 'be revised to tdke advantage of these 
capabiliti.es. Moreover, the li: le:; created by the 
Direct Data Ent:ry System becclmt: the input for another 
service center computer systtim whkch results in the 
same limitations. Therefore, c;oftware revisions would 
not only improve the efficiency oII the Direct.. Data 
Entry System but would also im;:rove the efficiency 
of the other service center (.orr!puI.er. 

The experience of one IRS unit. in testing some 
of its computer programs used do the National Computer 
Center illustrates the eff.i.crenci.I?s achievable by 
improving computer software. Uy modifying the computer 
instructions used to rearran(Je the sequence of a file, 
IRS was able to reduce by 24 percent t.he time required 
to do the job. In another c*Jrnputer program, IRS reduced 
computer time by 13 percent dnc.j file size by 18 percent. 
This was achieved by increas iI]'! the amount of data read 
from the file Sy the comput.t:t- iit \)ne tj.me. Similar 
reductions j,n processing tjmr: *~erc achi.eved by modifying 



other computer programs to eliminate unneeded computations, 
processing only those portions of taxpayers' records 
which needed processing, and by processing only those 
portions of a file which were required to be processed. 

Utilization data must be made 
comparable and reliable 

IRS lacks a centrally coordinated and accurate system 
of reporting equipment utilization. Currently, utilization 
data is not comparable or reliable enough to provide an 
accurate measurement of day-to-day computer operations. The 
lack of such a system makes it difficult to adequately jus- 
tify the need for additional ADP equipment. 

Data Services and the service centers produce different 
equipment usage statistics which are not comparable or 
reliable. Each unit's computer programs often interpret 
the data differently even though each uses the same raw 
information. In addition, Data Services' equipment utiliza- 
tion reports do not differentiate between program and idle 
time, so usage levels can be overstated. 

For instance, the following table compares the 
Cincinnati Service Center's computer utilization statistics 
for one computer system in June 197.2 with data recorded 
by Data Services. 

Cincinnati 
Data Services Service Center -- 

Categories 

System downtime 
(maintenance periods) 

Idle time 
(time available to run 
programs but not used ) 

Program time 
(computer running programs) 

No available data 

Power off 

Total time accounted for 

Percentages - 

9*1 9.1 

9.4 

69.1 

7.6 -O- 

14.2 14.2 

100.0 97.4 

64.7 
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Both Data Services and the Cincinnati Service Center 
statistics have reliability shortcomings, particularly with 
regard to idle time and program time. Data Services cannot 
indicate excess computer capacity because it does not sepa- 
rately account for program time and idle time. The 
Cincinnati Service Center does not account for time when 
no machine utilization data was available. This contributes 
to the fact that total time accounted for in Cincinnati 
was less than 100 percent. 

Because IRS lacks a good ADP performance program, the 
Service was unable to justify a recently proposed procure- 
ment of additional computers for the service centers. A 
congressional committee successfully challenged IRS' assess- 
ments of the productivity of the existing computers. One 
contributing factor was that IRS did not account for computer 
idle time in its equipment utilization reporting system. 
This omission made the existing computer systems appear 
to be used more than they really were. 

Also, in a March 1979 report, IRS internal auditors 
agreed that the acquisition of these computers was un- 
warranted because the Service r:ollld not support its computer 
workload estimates and existing service center computers 
could be managed more efficiently. Future workload 
estimates were based on a hi.storical workload growth 
rate which included growth resulting from the addition 
of new computer applications. Moreover, computer usage 
measurements were based on elapsed clock time which 
is not an appropriate measure of the workload processed 
by a computer. The report also suggested ways in which 
existing computers at the service centers could be 
managed more efficiently. These included: 

--Extending the time periods the computers are 
in use and leveling out the workload over the 
workday. 

--Transferring some of the workload to another 
computer. 

--Controlling and limiting new applications. 

--Removing unneeded current applications. 

--Determining the capacity of the current 
equipment. For example, IRS assumed that 
the computer system in question could only 
handle 30,000 transactions per hour. Internal 
audit tests, however, indicated that this 
figure was understated" 



ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 
FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED 

IRS needs to establish additional functions to make 
its newly established performance management program 
comprehensive. These functions include establishing 
performance goals and standards and evaluating the 
need for computer products. Without these additions, 
any ADP performance management program that is implemented 
cannot fully assure IRS of efficient and effective ADP 
operations. 

Performance goals are needed 
to assess productivity 

After developing reliable and consistent utilization 
data, IRS could use this information to establish goals and 
standards for acceptable levels of performance. IRS could 
then compare actual performance with standards, analyze 
material discrepancies, and provide incentives for improved 
operations. Currently, except for timeliness standards 
for producing computer output, IRS does not have a clear 
indication of acceptable levels of ADP performance. 

Since neither detailed ADP performance goals nor com- 
parative performance data are available, the service centers 
do not have an adequate system of measuring ADP performance 
or assessing the relative efficiency of ADP operations. 
This problem is further compounded by the lack of an accurate 
equipment utilization reporting system as discussed earlier 
in this chapter, which would serve as the foundations for 
establishing qoals and standards. 

Computer products should 
be reviewed for effectiveness 

Data Services lacks a means of routinely assessing the 
effectiveness of computer products. Such assessments should 
be systematic and should measure the extent to which quality, 
availability, 
are met. 

and timeliness requirements established by users 
They will help assure that IRS' limited ADP re- 

sources are producing effective and useful products. 

Altough not on a routine basis, IRS has made limited 
studies of the usefulness of computer-produced management 
information reports. For example, in 1976, an internal 
ad hoc study group identified general user complaints but 
did not identify specific problem reports. Since then, 
another internal review group has spent considerable time 
and effort in determining information needs at various 
levels of management and whether these needs were being 
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met. In May 1978, they reported that some computer products 
were difficult to understand, untimely, incomplete, no longer 
needed, or contained excessive information. 

While we did not attempt to determine the amount of ADP 
resources used to produce these products, apparent user dis- 
satisfaction with them suggests that IRS needs to provide a 
systematic and comprehensive review mechanism to evaluate ADP 
systems after they are implemented. Systems and computer 
products should also be evaluated on a periodic basis to 
determine if they continue to meet users' needs. 

The review process would increase the etticiency of IRS' 
ADP operations and improve effectiveness. Refining and modi- 
fying existing computer applications to better meet users' 
requirements would reduce requests for new computer products. 
Computer resources being used for marginally effective or 
unnecessary products could be redirected towards new systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

While some efforts were made in the past to evaluate 
and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
Service;s computer operations, they were not systematically 
applied and resulted in noncomparable and unreliable 
measurements. Moreover, critical elements of an ADP 
performance management program, such as performance goals 
and periodic assessments of computer products, were not 
conducted. As a result, IRS could not be certain that 
its data processing operations were as efficient as possible 
or that proposals for additional ADP capacity were adequately 
supported. . 

The comprehensive computer performance manaqment 
program recently established by IRS, if properly implemented, 
should help to alleviate the conditions described in this 
chapter. 

The size and importance of computer operations in IRS 
makes management's control over these resources vital. 
Management needs reliable information as to what the current 
ADP capacity is and whether these resources are being used 
at maximum efficiency in order to properly plan for and 
justify additional ADP resources. A comprehensive computer 
performance management program, centrally directed and con- 
sistently applied, is a means of providing management this 
information. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
have the recently approved computer performance evaluation 
unit at the national office develop and implement a compre- 
hensive ADP performance management program on an agencywide 
basis. This unit should be responsible for a systematic, 
coordinated, and comprehensive approach towards performance 
management with sufficient authority and independence to 
insure the efficient and effective use of ADP resources. 

Some of the specific functions of this unit should be to: 

--Set priorities to accomplish performance 
management work. 

--Develop a systematic approach towards assessing 
software and computer output for efficiency 
and effectiveness and set priorities for needed 
modifications. In carrying out this function, 
the benefits of improving software and computer 
output should be weighed against the costs of 
doing so. 

--Improve the comparability and accuracy of equipment 
utilization data. 

--Develop and implement performance goals and standards. 

--Assure proper justification of new equipment. 

--Consult on the design of new applications 
to assure maximum efficiency and effectiveness. 

--Specify the duties and responsibilities of the 
regional ADP program managers and their role 
in the performance management program. 

IRS COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

In his written comments on our report, the Commissioner 
agreed that a comprehensive ADP performance management pro- 
gram was needed. As noted in this chapter, IRS has recently 
established a centralized group at the headquarters level 
to administer such a program. However, the specific functions 
of this group as well as the elements of the program they are 
to administer have not been defined. 

IRS' response was unclear as to whether the ADP per- 
formance management program the ayency plans to implement 
will incorporate the features discussed in this chapter. 
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We continue to believe these aspects of measuring computer 
performance are necessry for an effective management pro- 
gram and urge IRS to assure that they are taken into account 
when the program is designed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

We did our review at the IRS National Office in 
Washington, D.C., and the Cincinnati, Ohio, service 
center and regional and district offices. We reviewed 
various internal evaluations of ADP operations and the 
corrective actions taken and interviewed management 
at the national and field level. We coordinated our 
work with ongoing reviews being conducted by the 
Internal Audit Division, the Offices of the Assistant 
Commissioner for Planning and Research and Data Services, 
and others. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

COMMISSIONER Of- II\rTC-PY4L REVElvUE 

Wasb’rn,$c,n i?! :?lr,,?4 

MA’r -> wsi 

Yr . Richard Fogel 
Associate Director 
General Government Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
[Washington, DC 20546 

Dear Nr. Forjel: 

This letter is in response to your request For our 
comiients on a draft of GAO Report GGD-79-48. The matters 
covered in your report parallel those covered in recent IRS 
studies and Internal audit report:;. P,S you acknowledge, IXS 
has already launched. efforts ai.?TcLi at nakin< substantial 
improvements in it.s rxtnagement ant1 control or' ACP resources. 

I have the following cement; concerning your major 
recomxzndations beginning on ~;I:;c iii 0L' your report. 

- I can assure you that the Deputy Commissioner 
and I will remain activel; involved in the 
formulation of policies and decisions relating 
to Ax?, including the review of all rrajor issues 
considered by the AD!? I'olicy/Eesource Board. I 
do not agree, however, tCl3.t the Deputy Commissioner 
shoulti serve as Chairnan rx,f the AUP Policy/I?eso7Jrce 
Boar0 or participate as a ncmber of thcit Goarc: in 
all 02 its deliberations. 

- I agree that the Servic.c -teeds d system to iL;easure 
III)?? resources by user clllc~ s;jeciric application, 
anii as you recognize II !our report,. we have begun 
to develop such a systt,i-'1. 

- I agree that the Service neec?s formal standard. 
systeil: developilient procetiures. A coi,!prehensive 
project control system that monitors the Frograms 
of a project through the "developaent pipeline" 
Erom systems synopsis throuqh systems acceptability 
testing and installation was recently installed. 
This action supplements Lonqstantiinq standard 
operating procedures that define the duties and 
responsibilities of our i;:Istems analysts and 
programmers, including thz reportinq of status 
against significant 1xi:estones. 

Department ot the Treasury Internal Revenue Serwce 
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Mr. Richard Fogel 

I agree that the Service needs formally- 
designated project managers for major 
acquisitions, and, in fact, project managers 
have been employed for such projects as the 
Equipment Replacement Program (ERP), the 
Servicewide MIS program and the Information 
Returns Program (IRP) . However, I believe 
that the project manager must share respon- 
sibilities with the contracting officer during 
the contract negotiation and contract administra- 
tion phases of the acquisition of new equipment 
systems. 

- I agree that a comprehensive ADP performance 
management program is required, and as you have 
noted in your report, IRS has established such 
a program. 

Our general agreement with most of your major recommenda- 
tions should not be taken as agreement with all of the explana- 
tory material in your report. Our staffs have discussed these 
differences and since they do not appear to affect either your 
recommendations or our reaction to them, there is no point in 
pursuing the matter further. 

I very much appxeciate the work you have done in this 
important area and we will take your comments and observations 
into account in our continuing efforts to improve the manage- 
ment of our ADP resources. 

With kind regards, 

1 
Sincerely yours, 

(._,q 

(268059) 
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